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Clearneon II Invisible UV
Spray Paint - White

$25.00

Product Images

Short Description
ClearNeon Orange New Formula! Our paint is now more invisible and brighter than ever! This color is
beautiful in all applications, but especially in sunset scenes. Yellow can also be used as a warning color. This
clear coat goes on smooth and is virtually undetectable in normal light. Applies to most surfaces and dries
fast, leaving you with an eye-catching effect. Note: Some colors will appear different on different surfaces.
Also, some colors appear differently when used independently.
ClearNeon contains Rare Earth chemicals that are expensive and difficult to produce. These rare earth
chemicals have a property that they become excited and produces visible light when they are illuminated
ultraviolet light. Different rare earth chemicals produce different colors of light when excited. This property is
some times known as Luminescent, Fluorescent or Phosphorescent.
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Description
ClearNeon New Formula! Our paint is now more invisible and brighter than ever! This color is beautiful in all
applications, but especially in sunset scenes. Yellow can also be used as a warning color. This clear coat goes
on smooth and is virtually undetectable in normal light. Applies to most surfaces and dries fast, leaving you
with an eye-catching effect. Note: Some colors will appear different on different surfaces. Also, some colors
appear differently when used independently.
ClearNeon contains Rare Earth chemicals that are expensive and difficult to produce. These rare earth
chemicals have a property that they become excited and produces visible light when they are illuminated
ultraviolet light. Different rare earth chemicals produce different colors of light when excited. This property is
some times known as Luminescent, Fluorescent or Phosphorescent.

NOTE: This Item can not be shipped internationally.Domestic orders will be shipped via
ground Any international order with this item on it will have this product refunded and the
rest of the order shipped with out notice.

Specifications
One 7.3 Ounce Aerosol Can of Clearneon
Sprays on Clear and Glows under black lighting.
Invisible in normal light.
Dries in approximately 5 minutes.
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Additional Information
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Brand

Clearneon

SKU

CN2-UVW

Weight

2.0000

Color

White

Tool Type

Spray Paint
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